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Stock#: 35770
Map Maker: Aveline

Date: 1700 circa
Place: Paris
Color: Hand Colored
Condition: VG
Size: 19.5 x 15 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

A rare and finely colored example of this large decorartive post-fire view of London, published in Paris by
Antonio (Antione) Aveline.

This attractive view captures London from the perspective of the south, centered on London Bridge, it
embraces the city from Westminster over to the Tower of London.

Below the map is a 10 point key, locates important landmarks. Most notable is St. Paul's Cathedral, which
Aveline depicts in a somewhat stylised form, for the great church was then in the process of being entirely
rebuilt to Sir Christopher's Wren's grand Baroque design, a process which would not be complete until
1723. The original medieval cathedral was destroyed in the Great Fire of 1666. Also noted in the key are is
the Palace of Whitehall, the important parish churches of St. Lawrence and St. Dunstan, the Palace of the
Bishop of Winchester, amongst others. The River Thames is enlivened by the appearence of numerous
ships.

Such large scale views depicting London as it was being rebuilt after the Great Fire are rare, and act as
fascinating and historically important accounts of the development of the city during a critical time.
Curiously a similar view produced by Aveline's son, Pierre Aveline (dated circa 1740) depicts the city once
this process was complete, including the now-familiar dome of the finished St. Paul's.

Aveline's view is quite scarce on the market, with only a single example appearing in a dealers' catalogs in
the past 20 years (Jonathan Potter, Winter 2010/11, Item 221, priced at about $7,200 USD).
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Detailed Condition:
Early color. The map was apparently folded at one time. Very minor break to the left of the London Bridge
near the center of the map, else a near fine example in beautiful period color.


